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WHY SHOULD WE CARE ABOUTTHE TOP QUARK YUKAWA COUPLING?F. Bezrukov a;b;*, M. Shaposhnikov d**aCERN, CH-1211 Genève 23, SwitzerlandbPhysis Department, University of Connetiut, Storrs, CT 06269-3046, USARIKEN-BNL Researh Center, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USAdInstitut de Théorie des Phénomènes Physiques,Éole Polytehnique Fédérale de Lausanne, CH-1015 Lausanne, SwitzerlandReeived November 5, 2014In the osmologial ontext, for the Standard Model to be valid up to the sale of in�ation, the top quarkYukawa oupling yt should not exeed the ritial value yritt , oiniding with good preision (about 0:2%�)with the requirement of the stability of the eletroweak vauum. So, the exat measurements of yt may give aninsight on the possible existene and the energy sale of new physis above 100 GeV, whih is extremely sensitiveto yt. We overview the most reent theoretial omputations of yritt and the experimental measurements ofyt. Within the theoretial and experimental unertainties in yt, the required sale of new physis varies from107 GeV to the Plank sale, urging for preise determination of the top quark Yukawa oupling.Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of V. A. Rubakov's 60th birthdayContents1. Introdution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3892. Standard Model and the sale of new phy-sis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3903. Vauum stability and osmology . . . . . . . 390 4. Computation of the ritial top-quark Yu-kawa oupling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3935. Top Yukawa oupling and experiment . 3946. Conlusions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 396Referenes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 397DOI: 10.7868/S00444510150300151. INTRODUCTIONIn the Spring of 2014, Valery Rubakov was visit-ing CERN and joined a bunh of theorists for lunhat a CERN anteen. As often happens, the onversa-tion turned to the future of high-energy physis: whatkind of questions should be answered and what kindof experiments should be done. Valery was arguingfor the high-energy frontier that would allow searh-

ing for new physis, whereas the authors of this arti-le brought attention to the preision measurements ofthe top-quark Yukawa oupling. We remember Valeryasking: �Why should we are about the top-quarkYukawa oupling?� For some reasons, the interest-ing disussion was interrupted and we did not have ahane to explain our point of view in detail. We usethis opportunity to ongratulate Valery on his omingjubilee and give an answer to his question in writing.We apologize to Valery for desribing a number offats well-known to him, whih we inluded to makethis essay aessible to a wider audiene.*E-mail: fedor.bezrukov�uonn.edu**E-mail: mikhail.shaposhnikov�ep�.h 389



F. Bezrukov, M. Shaposhnikov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 20152. STANDARD MODEL AND THE SCALE OFNEW PHYSICSAfter the disovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC,the Standard Model (SM) beame a omplete theory inthe sense that all the partile degrees of freedom that itontains theoretially have been found experimentally.Moreover, there are no onvining deviations from theSM in any type of high-energy partile physis exper-iments. This raises a number of questions: �Have weobtained at last the ultimate theory of Nature?� and�If not, where we should searh for the new physis?�The answer to the �rst question is well known andis negative. The reasons are oming from the obser-vations of neutrino osillations, absent in the SM, andfrom osmology: the SM annot aommodate darkmatter and baryon asymmetry of the Universe. Thelast but not the least is the in�ation, or, to stay stritlyon the experimental evidene side, the �atness and ho-mogeneity of the Universe at large sales and the originof the initial density perturbations. On a more theoret-ial side, the list of drawbaks of the SM is quite longand inludes inorporation of gravity into a quantumtheory, the hierarhy problem, the strong CP problem,the �avor problem, and so on.The answer to the seond question is not known.Theoretially, it is lear that some type of newphysis must appear near the Plank energies MP == 2:435 � 1018 GeV, where gravity beomes important,but these energies are too high to be probed by anyexperimental faility. The naturalness arguments putthe sale of the new physis lose to the sale of ele-troweak symmetry breaking (see, e. g., [1, 2℄), but itis important to note that the SM in and of itself is aonsistent quantum �eld theory up to the very highenergies exeeding the Plank mass by many orders ofmagnitude, where it eventually breaks down due to thepresene of Landau poles in the salar self-interationand in the U(1) gauge oupling.As for the experimental evidene in favor of the newphysis, it does not give any idea of its sale: the neu-trino osillations an be explained by addition of Ma-jorana leptons with the masses ranging from a frationof eletron-volt to 1016 GeV, the mass of partile andi-dates for dark matter disussed in the literature variesby at least 30 orders of magnitude, the mass of the in-�aton an be anywhere from hundreds of MeV to theGUT sale, whereas the masses of new partiles respon-sible for baryogenesis an be as small as a few MeV andas large as the Plank sale.As we argue in this paper, at the present momentthe only quantity that an help us to get an idea about

the sale of the new physis is the top Yukawa ouplingyt. It may happen that the situation will hange in thefuture: the signals of new physis may appear at theseond stage of the LHC, or the lepton number vio-lation will be disovered, or the anomalous magnetimoment of the muon will onviningly be out of theSM predition, or something unexpeted will show up.3. VACUUM STABILITY AND COSMOLOGYIn the absene of beyond-the-SM (BSM) signals, theonly way to address the question of the sale of the newphysis is to de�ne the energy where the SM beomestheoretially inonsistent or ontradits some observa-tions. Beause the SM is a renormalizable quantum�eld theory, the problems an appear only beause ofthe renormalization evolution of some oupling on-stants, i. e., when they beome large (and the modelenters strong oupling at that sale), or additional min-ima of the e�etive potential develop, hanging the va-uum struture. The most dangerous onstant1) turnsout to be the Higgs boson self-oupling onstant � withthe RG evolution at one loop16�2 d�d ln� = 24�2 + 12�y2t � 9��g2 + 13g02��� 6y4t + 98g4 + 38g04 + 34g2g02:The right-hand side depends on the interplay betweenthe positive ontributions of the bosons and negativeontribution from the top quark. Before the disoveryof the Higgs boson, it was ustomary to show the resultsas a funtion of the Higgs massMh �p2�(� =Mh) v,with other parameters of the SM �xed by experiment.The Landau pole in the Higgs self-oupling onstant �ours at energies smaller than the Plank sale for theHiggs mass Mh > 175 GeV, and omes loser to theFermi sale when the Higgs boson mass inreases [3�5℄.For small Higgs masses, the oupling beomes negativeat some sale, and if the Higgs mass is below 113 GeV,the top quark loops give an essential ontribution tothe Higgs e�etive potential, making our vauum un-stable with the lifetime smaller than the age of theUniverse [6�8℄2).The Higgs boson found at the LHC has a massMh � 125:7 � 0:4 GeV [10℄, whih is well within this1) The only other problemati parameter is the U(1) hyper-harge, whih develops a Landau pole, but only at the energysale signi�antly exeeding the Plank mass.2) We note that, stritly speaking, the Universe lifetime de-pends strongly on the form of the Plank-sale-suppressed higher-dimensional operators in the e�etive ation [9℄.390
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Fig. 1. Renormalization group running of theHiggs oupling onstant � for the Higgs massMh = 125:7 GeV and several values of the top-quarkYukawa oupling yt(� = 173:2 GeV)
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Fig. 2. A very small hange in the top-quark Yukawaoupling yt (taken at the sale � = 173:2 GeV) on-verts a monotoni behavior of the e�etive potentialfor the Higgs �eld to that with an extra minimum atlarge values of the Higgs �eldinterval. This means that the lifetime of our vauumexeeds that of the Universe by many orders of magni-tude (see, e. g., [11℄) and that the SM without gravity isa weakly oupled theory even for energies exeeding thePlank sale also by many orders of magnitude. Hene,it looks that we annot obtain any hint about the saleof the new physis from these onsiderations. However,this is not true if we inlude the history of the Universein analysis, starting from in�ation till the present time.Beause we want to gain an insight into the newphysis, a way to proeed is to assume that there isnone up to the Plank sale and see if we run intoany ontradition. We an start from the SM with-

out gravity and onsider the e�etive potential for theHiggs �eld. The ontribution of the top quark to thee�etive potential is very important, beause it has thelargest Yukawa oupling to the Higgs boson. Moreover,it omes with the minus sign and is responsible for theappearane of the extra minimum of the e�etive po-tential at large values of the Higgs �eld. We �x all pa-rameters of the SM to their experimental values exeptthe top Yukawa oupling (we see below that presently itis the most unertain one for the problem under onsid-eration). For de�niteness, we use the MS subtrationsheme and take yt at some spei� normalization point� = 173:2 GeV. Then the RG evolution of the Higgsoupling � for various top-quark Yukawa ouplings isillustrated by Fig. 1. Close to the �ritial� value of thetop Yukawa oupling, to be de�ned exatly momentar-ily, e�etive potential (4.2) behaves as shown in Fig. 2.For yt < yritt � 1:2 � 10�6, it inreases while the Higgs�eld inreases; for yt > yritt � 1:2 � 10�6, a new mini-mum of the e�etive potential develops at large valuesof the Higgs �eld; at yt = yritt , our eletroweak vauumis degenerate with the new one, while at yt > yritt , thenew minimum is deeper than ours, meaning that ourvauum is metastable. If yt > yritt + 0:04 (this orre-sponds roughly to the top quark mass mt & 178 GeV),the lifetime of our vauum is smaller than the age ofthe Universe.The ase yt < yritt �1:2 �10�6 is ertainly the mostosmologially safe, beause our eletroweak vauum isunique. However, if yt > yritt � 1:2 � 10�6, the evo-lution of the Universe should lead the system to ourvauum rather than to the vauum with a large Higgs�eld (as far as our vauum is the global minimum). Inthe interval yt 2 (yritt � 1:2 � 10�6; yritt ), our vauumis deeper than another one, and so that the happy endis quite plausible, but it is not so for yt > yritt , whenthe situation is just the opposite.In order to understand how far we an go from the(absolutely) safe values yt � yritt into the dangerousregion, we an onsider yet another feature of the e�e-tive potential: the value of the potential barrier thatseparates our eletroweak vauum from that at largevalues of the Higgs �eld. The energy density orre-sponding to this extremum is gauge-invariant and doesnot depend on the renormalization sheme. It is pre-sented in Fig. 3. Now, if the Hubble sale at in�ationdoes not exeed that of the potential barrier, it is on-eivable to think that the presene of another vauum isnot important, while in the opposite situation, de Sitter�utuations of the Higgs �eld would drive the system toanother vauum. And, indeed, several papers [12, 13℄argued that this is exatly what is going to happen.391
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Fig. 3. Height of the potential barrer near the ritial value yritt (� = 173:2 GeV)Of ourse, this statement is only true if the potentialfor the Higgs �eld is not modi�ed by the gravitationale�ets or by the presene of some new physis at thein�ationary sale. For example, as has been in [14℄, theaddition of even a small non-minimal oupling � < 0,j�j � 10�2 of the Higgs �eld � to the Rii salar R,�M2P2 + ��2�R (0:1)inreases the barrier height and thus stabilise the va-uum against �utuations indued by in�ation. Takenat the fae value the ation (0.1) with negative � leadsto instabilities at large values of the bakground Higgs�eld, but this an be orreted by onsidering a moregeneral ase, replaing ��2 by a funtion of the Higgs�eld that never exeeds M2P =2 [15℄. At the same time,the presene of the non-minimal oupling with the op-posite sign would severely destabilise the vauum.We do not know yet what the energy density Vinfwas at in�ation, beause this depends on the value r ofthe tensor-to-salar ratio asV 1=4inf � 1:9 � 1016 GeV� r0:1�1=4 : (3.1)For the BICEP II value r � 0:2 [16℄, this energy is2:3 � 1016 GeV. Then the requirement disussed aboveleads to the onstraint on the top-quark Yukawa ou-pling yt < yritt + 0:00009, with the deviation fromyritt being numerially very small. Beause of a veryweak dependene of Vinf on r, even for Starobin-sky's R2 in�ation [17℄ or for nonritial Higgs in�a-tion [18℄, whih have a muh smaller tensor-to-salarratio r � 0:003, the resulting onstraint is just a bit

weaker, yt < yritt +0:00022. We let this small positivedeviation from yritt be denoted by Æyt, depending on r.To summarize, if the measurement of the top quarkYukawa oupling give yt < yritt +Æyt, the embedding ofthe SM without any kind of new physis in osmologydoes not lead to any troubles and hene no informationon the sale of the new physis an be derived. Thiswould however be a great setting for the �SM like� the-ories without new partiles with masses larger than theFermi sale [18�22℄.We now suppose that yt > yritt + Æyt. In this ase,we an have some idea on the sale of the new physisby the following argument (see, e. g., [23℄ and the ref-erenes therein). We onsider the value of the salar�eld at whih the e�etive potential rosses zero (wenormalize Veff in suh a way that it is equal to zeroin our vauum), or, almost the same, the normaliza-tion point �new where the salar self-oupling � rosseszero, indiating an instability at this energy3).To make the potential or salar self-oupling posi-tive for all energies, something new should intervene atthe sale around or below E � �new . There are manypossibilities to do so, assoiated with the existene ofnew thresholds, new salars or fermions with masses. �new [28�35℄. Figure 4 shows the dependene of the3) To be preise, the value of the salar �eld where the e�e-tive potential is equal to zero is gauge-noninvariant and dependson the renormalization sheme. The value of � where the salarself-oupling onstant rosses zero is sheme-dependend but isgauge invariant, if the gauge-invariant de�nition of � is used, asin the MS. In what follows, we use the MS subtration shemeand the e�etive potential in the Landau gauge. The use of othershemes or gauges an hange �new by about two orders of mag-nitude [24�27℄.392
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determine the parameters at whih it has two degener-ate minima:V (�SM ) = V (�1); V 0(�SM ) = V 0(�1) = 0: (4.1)The renormalization-group-improved potential has theformV (�) / �(�)�4 �1 +O� �4� ln�MiMj��� ; (4.2)where � is the ommon name for the SM oupling on-stants, and Mi are the masses of di�erent partiles inthe bakground of the Higgs �eld. Therefore, insteadof omputing the e�etive potential, we an solve the�ritiality equations��(�0) = 0; �SM� (�0) = 0: (4.3)This simpli�ed proedure works with an auray bet-ter than Æyt � 0:001 if � is taken in the MS sheme.In numbers, ritiality equations (4.3) giveyritt = 0:9244+ 0:0012 � Mh=GeV� 125:70:4 ++ 0:0012 � �s(MZ)� 0:11840:0007 ; (4.4)where �s is the QCD oupling at the Z-boson mass.Although all the required omponents are presentin [23; 36�38℄, a omment is now in order as to howEq. (4.4) was obtained. First, instead of de�ning theritial Higgs boson mass Mh, the ritial value of thetop pole mass was de�ned, and then onverted bak tothe value of the top-quark Yukawa oupling, aount-ing for known QCD and eletroweak orretions. How-ever, it is not immediate to read these numbers fromthe papers mentioned, as far as the mathing ondi-tions relating the physial masses and MS parametersare sattered over the published works. The three-loopbeta funtions an be found in [39�44℄ and are givenin a onise form in the ode in [36℄ or [37℄. The one-loop ontributions to the mathing onditions betweenthe W , Z, and Higgs boson masses and the MS ou-pling onstants at � � mt of the order O(�) and O(�s)are known for a long time [45℄ and an be extratedfrom [36; 37℄. The two-loop ontribution of the orderO(��s) to the Higgs oupling onstant � was alu-lated in [36; 37℄ and for the pratial purposes an betaken from Eq. (34) in [37℄. The two-loop ontributionof the order O(�2) to � was alulated in [37℄, withthe numerial approximation given by Eq. (35). Re-ently, an independent evaluation at the order O(�2)was obtained in [38℄, whih di�ers slightly from [37℄,but the di�erene has a ompletely negligible impaton (4.4) (we note that even the whole O(�2) ontribu-tion to � hanges yritt by only 0:5 � 10�3). However,393
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put, we obtain �0 numerially very lose to the sale ofgravity! This fat was noted a long time ago in [47℄ andmay indiate the asymptotially safe harater of theSM and gravity, as has been disussed in [48℄. In reentwork [49℄, it was argued that this may be a onsequeneof enhaned onformal symmetry at the Plank sale.At the same time, it ould be a pure oinidene. It isalso interesting to note that the extremum of �0 as afuntion of the top-quark Yukawa oupling (with otherparameters �xed) is maximal at yt lose to yritt . Wehave no lue why this is so.5. TOP YUKAWA COUPLING ANDEXPERIMENTThe top Yukawa oupling an be extrated froma number of experiments. At present, the most pre-ise determination of yt omes from the analysis ofhadron ollisions at the Tevatron in Fermilab and theLHC at CERN. A spei� parameter (alled MonteCarlo (MC) top mass) in the event generators suh asPYTHIA [50; 52℄ or HERWIG [52℄ is used to �t thedata. The most reent determinations of the MC topmass are Mt = 173:34 � 0:27(stat) � 0:71(syst) GeVfrom the ombined analysis of ATLAS, CMS, CDF,and D0 (at 8.7 fb�1 of Run II of the Tevatron) [53℄,Mt = 174:34 � 0:37(stat) � 0:52(syst) GeV from the394
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Fig. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 but for the higher top mass reported by the latest Tevatron analysis [54℄. The right plot(taken from [54℄) indiates the individual measurementsCDF and D0 ombined analysis of Run I and Run IIof the Tevatron [54℄, and Mt = 172:38� 0:10(stat) �� 0:65(syst) GeV from the CMS alone [55℄ (at 25 fb�1of Run I LHC).The problem at hand is to ompute the top-quarkYukawa oupling in the MS sheme, whih was usedin the previous setions, from the MC top quark massand other relevant eletroweak parameters, determinedexperimentally. Unfortunately, there are no theoretialomputations relating these quantities with error barssmall enough to make a lear-ut determination of thesale of the new physis. Presumably, the best way toproeed would have an event generator where the topYukawa oupling in the MS sheme4) (rather than theMC top mass) enters diretly in the omputation of dif-ferent matrix elements. Then the generated events anbe ompared with the experimental one, leading to thediret determination of yt.4) Or any other parameter that has a well-de�ned infrared-saferelation to the Yukawa opling.

At present, the extration of yt from experimentproeeds in a somewhat di�erent way5). The analysisgoes as follows.First, it is assumed that the MC top mass, takenfrom the analysis of the deay produts of the topquark, is lose to the pole mass, with the di�ereneof the order of 1 GeV [57�59℄. Seond, the pole topmass is related to the top Yukawa oupling, aountingfor strong and eletroweak orretions [36; 37℄.Presently, the largest theoretial unertainty is as-soiated with the �rst step [57℄. Yet another soureof unertainties may ome from the fat that, to thebest of our knowledge, the eletroweak e�ets are notinluded in MC generators [58℄. This, naively, ouldintrodue a relative error of the order of O(�W =�) �� 10�2 in the pole mass of the top quark.The seond step adds further ambiguities. The polequark mass is not well de�ned theoretially, sine the5) The di�ulties in extrating yt from experiments at theLHC or Tevatron are disussed in [56; 57℄.395
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Fig. 8. The same as in Fig. 6 but for the lower top mass reported by CMS from LHC run I [55℄. Right plot (taken from [55℄)indiates the individual measurementstop quark arries olor and thus does not exist as anasymptoti state. The nonperturbative QCD e�etsof the order of �QCD � �300 MeV would lead toÆyt=yt � 10�3. An e�et similar in amplitude omesfrom (unknown) O(�4s) orretions to the relation be-tween the pole and MS top quark masses. Aordingto [60℄, this orretion an be as large as Æyt=yt �� �750(�s=�)4 � �0:002.The theoretially more lean extration of the topYukawa oupling omes from the measurements of thetotal ross setion of the top prodution [56℄, whih anbe diretly alulated in the MS sheme, but has muhlarger errors.In Figs. 6, 7, and 8 we show the omparison betweenexperiment and the theoretial omputation of the rit-ial value of the top Yukawa oupling. The di�erenebetween the two is within 1�3 standard deviations, a-ounting for systemati unertainties. In other words,it is perfetly possible that our vauum is absolutelystable and the SM is a valid theory up to the Planksale even in the osmologial ontext. It is also per-fetly possible that the opposite is true and we needsome kind of new physis at energies around 107 GeVor below.

6. CONCLUSIONSObviously, the energy sale of the new physis isruial for the possible outome of the high energy(LHC [61℄, FCC [62℄, ILC [63℄), intensity (LHCb [64℄,SHiP [65℄), and auray (searhes for baryon and lep-ton number violation, LAGUNA [66℄, LBNE [67℄) fron-tiers of high-energy physis. The theoretial prejudieabout the sale of the new physis is quite subjetiveand does not give a unique answer, espeially giventhe disovery of the Higgs boson with a very peuliarvalue of its mass and the absene of deviations fromthe Standard Model in aelerator experiments. Underthese irumstanes, the preise measurement of thetop-quark Yukawa oupling is very important.Varying the top-quark Yukawa oupling in the in-terval allowed by experimental and theoretial uner-tainties hanges the plae where the salar self-ouplingrosses zero from 107 GeV to in�nity, without a learindiation of the neessity of new thresholds in partilephysis between the Fermi and Plank sales. For thelargest allowed top Yukawa oupling (we take 2 sigmain determination of the Monte Carlo top mass and addto it 1 GeV unertainty in omparison between the poleand MC masses), the sale �new is as small as 107 GeV,396
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